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Feeling stressed, stuck and frustrated?
Can't seem to get the Law of Attraction to work for you?
Maybe you're ready for a Change!
CHANGE IS POSSIBLE!
Many people were introduced to the Law of Attraction with book “The Secret,” but failed to see real change in their lives.
“Change” is a powerful new documentary that explores the power of the human brain and our ability to create the changes
we desire. Including real life stories of healing and personal growth, as well as scientific and spiritual insights, this inspiring
documentary offers a new viewpoint on what we are capable of as human beings. This is the LifeParticle effect.
The LifeParticle Effect is based on the idea that the entire universe is ultimately made up of the same stuff - elementary
particles of energy and consciousness, or, LifeParticles. When you access the world of LifeParticles, you tap into a
vast reservoir of change potential. From here, every possibility of your imagination becomes the impetus for personal
transformation. It’s simply up to you to create it.
Featured thought Leaders such as Neale Donald Walsch, Dr. Stuart Hameroff, Ilchi Lee and Dr. Mariale Hardiman share
their insight and techniques to effect real change in our lives and in the world. Individuals who have experienced the
LifeParticle effect in their own lives share their personal stories. Exciting new perspectives combining scientific explorations
of modern physics and neuroscience with mind/body traditions present viewers with practical tools for making real change.

Change: The LifeParticle Effect is a new type of film. It is part documentary, part
drama, part science and part spirituality. In short, it reflects on how to turn your life in
a positive direction. Exploring the connection between consciousness and matter, and
how the brain works--how we use it as a tool in the creation process! This film can help
you pause, step back and reflect on why life isn’t it going the way you intended.

“Everything exists as potential, just waiting for individuals to choose how they want life to present itself.” - Ilchi Lee
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Interviews
ILCHI LEE
Ilchi Lee is an author, educator, mentor, and innovator devoted to developing the awakened brain and
teaching energy principles. He has published over 33 books, including The Call of Sedona, a New
York Times Bestseller. Lee is the creator of several wellness methods, including Dahn Yoga and Brain
Education. Lee has also founded several for-profit and non-profit entities devoted to mind-body training,
wellness and peace, including the International Brain Education Association (IBREA), the Sedona Mago
Retreat Center, the Korea Institute of Brain Science and the University of Brain Education.

Neale Donald Walsch
Neale Donald Walsch is the author of the New York Times bestselling “Conversations With God”
Series, 12 other published works and a number of video and audio programs. His work has touched
millions of people, inspiring them to make important changes in their lives.

Stuart Hameroff, M.D.
Dr. Stuart Hameroff is an anesthesiologist and professor at the University of Arizona well known for
his promotion of scientific study of consciousness. Dr. Hameroff was featured in the hit documentary
“What the Bleep Do We Know”?

Mariale Hardiman, Ed.D.
Dr. Mariale Hardiman is Assistant Dean for Urban School Partnerships and Chair of the Department
of Interdisciplinary Studies at The Johns Hopkins University School of Education. Dr. Hardiman is
co-founder and director of the Johns Hopkins University School of Education’s Neuro-Education
Initiative. Dr. Hardiman presents nationally and internationally on topics related to the intersection of
research in the neuro and cognitive sciences with effective teaching strategies, including meaningful
integration of the arts.
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Gerard

Dr. Gerard Marek is Psychiatrist, Pharmacologist, and Director
in Clinical research at Abbott Laboratory. A Yale University
post-doctorate and NARSAD Young Investigator awardee, his
psychiatric studies focus on the metabotropic glutamate receptor
in a region of the frontal cortex, and its role in neuropsychiatric
illness.

J. Marek,
M.D., Ph.D.
Dr. Younglim Lee is a former faculty member of Institute of
Psychiatric Research, Indiana University School of Medicine.
After earning her Ph.D. in Neuroscience, she spent the next
twenty years in medical education and research. Specializing
in mood disorders, her work focused on depression and anxiety.

Melissa
Koci

Lee Ph.D.

With years of experience as a Dahn Yoga Instructor, Melissa
Koci has served as National Trainer for Dahn Yoga’s Energy
Principles program and as Community Coordinator for the Energy
Meditation Circles.

Michael Munson is Regional Director for the Boston area Dahn
Yoga centers. For more than ten years Michael has worked with
thousands of people nationwide who are seeking empowerment
through yoga, meditation, and meaningful service in
local communities.

Dave Beal

Younglim

Michael
Munson

Dave Beal is the NY Coordinator for Power Brain Education (PBE)
and a national Brain Education (BE) trainer. Dave has spent the
last seven years training thousands of educators, administrators,
parents and students in how to utilize their fullest brain potential
through BE. He has led experiential BE sessions and lectures
at the United Nations and led multiple workshops for CSA and
NYCESPA, New York City unions for school administrators.
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Additional Interviewees

Robert & Christine
DeSimone
New York

peg fields
Kentucky

Desiree perez
California
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endorsements

“‘ Change: The LifeParticle Ef fect ’ provides you the
understanding and tools needed to create positive changes
in your life.“
Julius R. Nasso, Film Producer

“I hope you enjoy this film. I hope you can feel the connection
inside with some of these principles as it happened to me and
perhaps, you can be the engine of change in your
beautiful existence.”
Adriana Vargas, Journalist

“It reminds us of the Oneness of Science and the Spirit.”
KC Porter, Music Producer

“An inspiring introduction to role and the power of human
brain. How we can change ourselves and the world for the
better through body and brain training.
The message is loud and clear…”
Joanne Lee, Author and Entrepreneur

“CHANGE is HERE. Just when humanity needs it the most!!”
Derrick Wyatt, Art Director with Cartoon Network
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FIL MMA K ER S
Executive producer: Ilchi Lee
Producer: E.J.
Director: Edwin Kim, E.J.
Editor: Dylan Marshall
Composer: Chris Yanson
3-D Graphics: QB
Camera: Renick Turley, Dylan Marshall
Associate Producer: Rebecca Tinkle

TEC HNICAL I N FO
Format: Color HD
Length: 48 min
Website: www.change-film.com
Youtube: www.youtube.com/thechangefilm

ME DIA C O N TACT
Rebecca Tinkle
720-987-7687
rebecca.rose.tinkle@gmail.com
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